
LEADING THROUGH LOSS
Leadership Strategies for Struggling Employees

WHAT HAS CHANGED

WHEN TO REACT

Hello!  I’m Sarah Hines, Founder of Grief Advocacy

and the Leading through Loss Program. I focus on

ensuring leaders are able to bring appropriate

language, clear communications and a deeper

understanding of how grief shows up at work.

I work with leaders who want to be a trusted

resource for their employees. Those who want not

only talk about purpose and passion but live it.

Ask each member of your team to rate out

of 10 - their business score (how they are

finding work) and their personal score (how

they are at home). Ideally, this will give you

a sense of their ups and downs, when to

push, when not too.

It usually takes a leader to honestly admit

they are having difficulties before your

team will step into honesty.  Your score is

an example they will follow.

If scores are low consistently, have open and

honest conversations. Find out what supports

your employee needs to ease the pressure.

Is it time off and can they use sick days as

mental health days? If it is personal, perhaps

there are some work pressures that can be

scaled back to make room? Are leaders

taking mental health days? Just having the

conversation alone is support but ensure you

are supporting not judging!
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When employees feel isolated it can show up in many ways. 
 Ensure you are seeing the whole picture.  Check each
employee in the following checklists to see what you would
score them.

Is there a chance to shuffle responsibilities a little?  Add in
some more interesting work related activities?  A linkedin Post
Challenge as an example?

Frequency and types of check ins are important.  Check out the
brainstorming sheet attached for ways to keep team engaged.

Is there a special opportunity to add in a little challenge or team goal? 
 Perhaps there is something your sales team could do to support your
marketing team?  Adding in a side goal or challenge can be just the
refresh your team needs.

Are they going to hit the goals you have set?  Doom and gloom sets in
when things feel impossible.  Is there a way to audit these goals and
either provide relief or a reward if they are hitting them?

If you have a team member who clearly cannot hit the goal, can you
give them another project that will give them a sense of
accomplishment?

Definitely, address the score when they are really good (yay) or
really bad however, it's the 6's and 7's that are the silent killers. 
 Inquire about what you can do to help.

Be mindful of your reaction. What may not seem like a huge deal
to you can be immobilizing for someone else. 

Try to keep the conversation actionable.  You cannot get into the
details of their personal relationships but you can suggest some
helpful things you have done to ease the pressure.

REMOVE JUDGEMENT

HOW to include scoring in your workday? 

ACTIONING  SCORES

REFRESH GOALS
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Leading Through Loss

Mental Wellness Check



Leading Through Loss

Reach out to just connect and

remind grievers that they need to

take time to process - Working

from home makes it difficult to

stay away from everything all at

once.

Reminder them of how important

Staycations area & remind them of

the EAP Services available during

COVID. Sick days = Mental Heath

Days

Consider meeting face to face

where possible.  Outdoors, one on

one may be possible.  Use a

phone, walk about meetings, etc.

When you do reach out just to chat and your employee doesn't want to get a list of "to do's". 

 The action list should remain with you.  You can talk to HR or Leadership.  You can find

information and get back to them.  Make this call about them.

Do you know which of your employees have frontline workers in their immediate family?

Essential Service Workers have especially stressful situations.  Are their particular needs being

met in the organization?  Could their be some additional allowances that would show the

organizations support?

Makes sure they are not alone.  How can you connect your teams who live alone and are

away from their family.  Community Groups are a great way of connecting like populations.

Covid & Kids, Covid & Single, Covid & Condos, etc. 

Offer talks from specialists on Mental Health. There are many professionals out there who

would be  honoured to talk to your employee group about caring for their mental health.
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How to Support Emotionally & Virtually



Contests are an amazing way to connect teams.  Keep them simple though.  Not everyone

wants to jump on another call.  A photo scavenger hunt challenge is an excellent way of

getting people out.

Senior or child care packages.  Are your employees holding everything together?  What can

the organization do to help support your parents or children.  Children Art contests. or Senior

Trivia Nights are a fantastic way to give your employees a moment to themselves.

T-shirt exchanges or seed exchanges! A simple way to get people talking on a conference

call about what they got.

Schedule blocks.  All employees must block lunch time off their calendars and no meetings

can be scheduled during that time.  Or, get creative with it.  You have 5 free hours everyweek. 

 Use it in one day, use it at lunch - use it to make your day easier.
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 Ideas on how to 
Connect Teams Virtually
4

Follow Grief Advocacy for more!www.griefadvocacy.com

If you have ideas that have working in
your organization - please share them
with me - let's get as much help out

there as possible!

sarah@griefadvocacy.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/314851276345588

